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As indicated in the title, the purpose of this paper is that of outlining an 
analogue of Floquet theory for real, two-dimensional, almost-periodic (a.p.) 
linear ODES. The theory gives a fairly good qualitative picture of the behavior 
of such ODES, though our results in one case (the “unique minimal set” case; 
see Section 7) are not completely satisfactory. 
We approach the problem of developing an a.p. Floquet theory from a 
direction indicated by the work of Sacker and Sell [16, 171. Consider the equation 
(*) 2 = ~(t)~(x E Iw?), where a(t) is a.p. Let (Q, R) be the hull (see 1.3) of a. 
Equation (*) generates, in a natural way, a “linear skew-product flow,” or 
LSPF, on Q x iw’ (see 1.4). Let P be projective l-space (= the set of lines 
through the origin in Ha). The LSPF induces a flow on the projective bundle 
,X = 52 x P’. Now, if a is periodic, the possible flows (Z, W) are easy to describe. 
We will classify the flows (Z, R) arising when a is almost periodic. This classifica- 
tion is our “a.p. Floquet theory.” 
To put our results in perspective, we consider the periodic case (Section 3). 
Here, Q is a circle, and Z is a Z-torus. It turns out that (2, R) is independent 
of trace u(t), so we assume trace u(t) = 0. Three cases may be distinguished. 
(i) All solutions are bounded. Then, after a periodic change of variables, (*) takes 
the form * = (z -:).x. The flow (C, R) . is either minimal, or laminates into 
minimal subsets. (ii) Some solutions grow exponentially. After a periodic 
change of variables, (*) becomes 2 = ($ -;)x. Here, (C, R) has exactly two 
minimal subflows each isomorphic to (Q, R). (iii) There are unbounded solutions 
which do not grow exponentially. Then, (*) may be transformed to 5 = (i ;)x; 
(,Z, R) has a unique minimal subflow, which is isomorphic to (Q, R). Moreover, 
(C, lR) is a proximal extension (Definition 1.10) of (Q, IFB). 
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In the almost-periodic case, we first prove the following. (i) If all solutions 
are bounded, then an a.p. change of variables takes (*) to the form 2 = &it, -~“J)x, 
where b(t) is a.p. (In essence, this was proved by Cameron [I] in dimension n. 
In Section 2, we prove a somewhat more general result (in dimension n), making 
use of Cameron’s ideas.) The flow (Z, R) is either minimal, or Z laminates into 
minimal subsets (Section 4). (ii) If (*) h as solutions with exponential growth, 
and if the Sacker-Sell spectrum (see 1.5) is discrete [16, 171, then an a.p. change 
of variables takes (*) to the form 2 = (“it’ -&,)x, where /3(t) is a.p. In this case, 
(Z, R) admits two minimal sets, each isomorphic to (Q, R) (Section 6). 
The remaining cases are more complicated. It appears that “almost-auto- 
morphic extensions” of (52, IR) [19, 201 must be introduced. In a sense (see l.lO), 
these are “almost” isomorphic to (Q, R). We proceed by considering the number 
K of minimal subsets of Z. (iii) If K > 3, then all solutions are bounded (Section 4). 
(iv) If there are unbounded, but not exponentially unbounded, solutions, then 
K = 2 or k = 1. If K = 2, the minimal subflows are almost-automorphic (a.a.) 
extensions of (Sz, R) (Section 6). If k = 1, and if some fiber of the minimal 
subflow (N, R) admits a distal pair (1.7), then (N, R) is an a.a. extension of a 
2-cover of (Q, R) (Section 7; this case is similar to the case k = 2). If K = 1 
and no fiber of N contains a distal pair, we conjecture that (N, R) is an a.a. 
extension of (Q, R). Of course, (N, R) is a proximal extension (from which it 
follows that (Z, R) is a proximal extension) of (0, R). (v) Finally, if there are 
exponentially unbounded solutions, and the Sacker-Sell spectrum is an interval, 
then there is a unique minimal subflow (N, R), and it is a proximal extension 
of (Q, R). 
We see that, if K = 2, then (C, R) resembles the corresponding flow in the 
periodic case (ii). If k = 1, then (Z, R) resembles the corresponding flow in 
the periodic case (iii), though one would like the resemblance to be stronger. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Notation. Let V = IP or C” with the Euclidean inner product ( , ) 
and norm 1 . 1. Let L( V) be the set of all linear maps from V to itself. Let GL( V) 
indicate the general linear group. Let SL,(V) = {A E GL(V): 1 det A 1 = 1) 
if I/ = C=“, and let SL,( V) = {A E GL( V): det A = l} if P = Iw”. 
1.2. DEFINITIONS. Let X be a topological space. -4 (real)fIOw on X is defined 
by a continuous map @: X x R + X: (x, t) + x . t (x E X, t E R). Let (X, R) 
denote a flow on X. If (I’, R) is another flow, afrow homomorphism f from (X, R) 
to (Y, W) is a continuous map f: X --f Y such that f (x . t) = f (x) . t (x E X, 
t E R). If f is a homeomorphism onto Y, then f is a frow isomorphism. If X is 
compact and {x . t: t E R} is dense in X for all x E X, then (X, W) is minimal. 
IfACXandAat-{x . t: x E A, t E R} CA, then A is invariant. 
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1.3. DEFINITIONS. Let UBC be the set of all uniformly bounded, uniformly 
continuous maps from [w to L(V) with the compact-open topology. The transla- 
tion operation (b, 7) + b,(t) = b(t + T) (b E UBC; t, T E !B) defines a flow on 
UBC. If b E UBC, let Q(b) = cls(b,: T E [w}; Q(b) is called the hull of b. It is 
compact and invariant under the translation flow. 
1.4. DEFINITIONS. Consider a differential equation 
2 = iqt)x (x E V), (1) 
where 2: [w - L(V) is an element of UBC. Let 52 = Q(Z) be the hull of d. 
Define a: Q --f L(V): U(W) = w(0). C onsider the collection of ODES 
3i = a(w * t)x (w E Q). (l)uJ 
Define a flow on Sz x V as follows: (w, x,,) . t = (w * t, x(t)), where x(t) is the 
solution to (l)W such that x(0) = x,, . This flow is a linear skew-product flow, 
or LSPF. See [16, 171. Note that, if w,, = Cz E !2, then Eq. (1) coincides with 
Eq. U)w, . 
1.5. DEFINITIONS. The spectrum of the LSPF (Sz x V, W) is {A E Iw: the 
equations f = (a(w . t) - h1)x admit an exponential dichotomy for all w E Q}. 
See [14, 171. If (52, lR) is chain-recurrent ([17, 181; this condition holds in 
particular if (Q, [w) is minimal), then the spectrum of (Q x V, R) is {A E (w: 
for some w E .Q, the equation k = (a(w . t) - X1)x has a bounded solution}. 
See [14, 171. 
1.6. DEFINITIONS. Let S = (x E V: 1 x 1 = l}, and let W-l be (real, com- 
plex) projective (n - 1)-space if V is ([Wn, Cn). The LSPF (a x V, [w) induces 
flows (Sz x S, [w) and (Q x pn--l, R) in the obvious way. Let Z = Q x W--l, 
and denote points of Z by (w, v). The function f D x V --f IT!: (w, x) + 
Re(a(w)x, x) induces functions fi: 52 x S---f [w and fa: ,Z --f [w. If x,, E V, 
x0 # 0, and v is the corresponding point in W-l, then 
(2) 
where x(t) is the solution of (l). satisfying x(0) = x,, . Note the flow (2, W) is 
independent of Re tr U(W), where tr = trace. 
1.7. DEFINITIONS, REMARKS. Let (X, [w) be a flow with X a compact metric 
space. Let d be a metric on X. Say that (X, W) is &most periodic (a.p.) if, given 
E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that d(x, y) < 6 3 d(x . t, y . t) < E (x, y E X; 
t E R). If the function d(t) in (I) is almost periodic in the sense of Bohr, then 
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(Q, R) is a.p. and minimal [2]. A point x E X is an almost-periodic point if, to 
every neighborhood V of 3c, there corresponds a T such that every interval of 
length T in R contains a t such that x . t E T;. The flow (X, R) is minimal o 
every x: E X is an a.p. point [2]. Say that 3c, y E X form a distal pair (or, are 
distaZZy reZated) if there is a 6 > 0 such that d(x . t, y . t) > 6 (t E R). Say that 
(X, rW) is distal if x and y E X form a distal pair whenever x # y. An a.p. flow 
is distal [2]. Say that x and y E X form a proximal pair if inf{d(x . t, y . t): t E R} 
= 0. The proximal relation P(X) = {(x, y) E X x X: N and y form a proximal 
pair). See [2]. 
In 1.8-1.14, let rr: (X, R) - (Z, R) be a surjective flow homomorphism. 
Assume X is compact metric. 
The following is easy to prove. 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose (X, R) is minimal, and suppose x, y E X form a 
distaZ pair with m(x) = z(y). Then, f OY each z E 2, there is a distaZ pair x2 , y3 
such that n = %-(x,) = ?T(yJ. 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose (X, R) is minimal, and suppose X,, is a residual 
subset of X. Then 2, = {z E Z: X,, n r-l (z) is residual in n-‘(z)} is a residual 
subset of Z. 
For a proof of 1.9, see [20, Proposition 3.11. 
1.10. DEFINITION. Suppose (X, R) is minimal. Say (X, R) is an almost- 
automorphic (a.a.) extension of (Z, R) if there is a z E 2 such that n-l(z) is a 
singleton [19]. If (X, R) is an a.a. extension of (2, R), then W-~(Z) is a singleton 
for residually many z E Z [19]. If (Z, R) is a.p. minimal and (X, R) is an a.a. 
extension, we say that (X, R) is almost automorphic. Say that (X, R) is a proximal 
extension of (Z, W) if T(X) = n(y) 3 x and y are proximal (x, y E X). An a.a. 
extension is a proximal extension [20]. 
1.1 I. DEFINITIONS. Let Xx be the set of all self-maps of X with the topology 
of pointwise convergence. Since a real flow is defined on X, we may view R as 
a subset of Xx.-Let E(X) = cls R C Xx. Then E(X) is a semigroup, the en- 
veloping semigroup of (X, R) [2]. Define E(Z) similarly. There is a natural semi- 
group homomorphism x*: E(X) + E(Z) [2, Proposition 3.81. 
1.12. PROPOSITION. E(X) is a group (under composition of maps) if and only if 
(X, R) is distal. 
This is proved in [2, Proposition 5.31. 
1.13. PROPOSITION. Let (X, R) be minimal, and let f : X -+ R be continuous. 
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(a) Suppose $, f (x . s) ds is bounded above and below for some x E X. Then 
there is a continuous F: X -+ R such that F(x . t) - F(x) = $,f(x . s) ds (x E X, 
tER). 
(b) Suppose there are constants M, such that jLf(x . s) ds < M, (x E X, 
t E R). Then there is a continuousF: X + R such thatF(x . t) - F(x) = jif(x * s)ds 
(XEX, tg.R). 
(c) Suppose there are ergodic measures [ 131 7l , 7z on X such that lx f dql > 0, 
sx f d7, < 0. (One could have sx f d7 = 0 f 
for some x E X, Ji f ( 
OY single ergodic 7.) Suppose also that, 
x . s) ds is unbounded. Then there is a residual subset X,, of X 
such that, ifx E X0, then &it,, si f (x * s) ds = co and l&t+a sot f (x s) ds = - co. 
Part (a) is Lemma 2.7 in [lo], which is based on [5, Lemma 2.21. Part (b) 
follows from [IO], Lemmas 2.7 and 3.51. Part (c) follows from [IO, Theorems 3.7 
and 4.3, and the proof of 4.31. 
1.14. PROPOSITION [15, Theorem 21. Suppose (2, R) is a.p. and minimal. 
Suppose there is an integer N such that card z--l(z) = N for all z E Z. Then X is 
an N-fold covering of Z with covering map r, and (X, R) is a.p. 
2. THE BOUNDED ORBITS CASE 
In this section, we consider Eqs. (l)w when I’ = Iw” or @“. We will prove our 
results for the case V = @“, but minor changes will yield proofs when V = Rn, 
also. We make use of an idea of Cameron [I], who essentially proved 2.5 below 
when Eq. (1) is a.p. He assumed (in our notation) that Ji Re tr Z(s) ds is bounded. 
We will not assume this, but instead will show that it follows (easily) from the 
assumption that all solutions to all equations (l)w are bounded. 
2.1. Assumptions. In Section 2, we assume that the hull (Q, Iw) of 5 is 
minimal and distal (see 1.6). In 2.1-2.6, we also assume that Re tr a(W) E 0. 
Finally, we assume that all solutions to some equation (l)w, are bounded. 
2.2. LEMMA. Suppose that, for some w,, E Q, all solutions to Eq. (l)W, are 
bounded by a constant c. Then all solutions to all equations (l)w are bounded by c. 
Proof. Let 0(t) be a fundamental matrix solution to (l)w,. Let (t,,) C IR 
satisfy wa . t, --+ w for some w E SJ. Since Re tr a(w) = 0, Liouville’s formula 
implies that 1 det Q(t)1 = const. From this, it follows that a subsequence (tm) of 
(tn) can be chosen so that @(t + t,,J converges, uniformly on compact subsets 
of IF!, to a fundamental matrix solution of (l)w . The lemma follows. 
2.3. DEFINITION. A continuous map p: Q + GL(n, C) defines a strong 
Perron transformation if, for each w E Q, the map t -+ P(UJ * t): R -+ G&z, C) 
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is continuously differentiable, and w ---f (d/dt) p(w . t)],,: Q + L(@“) is con- 
tinuous. Note that o - p-‘(w) is continuous, and t ---f p-‘(w * t) is Cl (w E In). 
2.4. DEFINITIONS. For w E Q, let @Jt) be the fundamental matrix solution 
of (l)w satisfying @JO) = 1. Since Re tr a(w) = 0, Liouville’s formula implies 
that 1 det @Jt)I = 1 (W E Q, t E lF!). Define a flow on Sz x SL,(n, a=) as follows: 
(WY 4 - (w . t, @,(t)A). By 2.2, every orbit {(w, A) . t / t E RI- of this flow 
has compact closure in ~‘2 x SL,(n, C). Also, if (wl, A,) # (~a, &) then 
h ,4 and (w2 T As) form a distal pair (see 1.6). To see this, note first that it 
is clear if w1 # wa since (Q, rW) is distal. If w1 = w = wa , then (w, AJ . t = 
k-J . t, OJt)Ai) (i = 1, 2). Let d be a metric on SL,(n, a=). If d(@,(t,)A, , 
@w(t,)A2) -+ 0 for some sequence, we may assume @,(t,) + B. Since 1 det B 1 
= 1, A, = A, . We conclude that, if X is any orbit closure in .Q x SL,(n, a=), 
then (X, R) is distal, and hence minimal (see 1.6). 
2.5. THEOREM. (a) Suppose I,’ = Cn, and suppose all solutions to some eqtlation 
(l)w, are bounded. Then there is a strong Perron transformation p: Q - GL(n, C) 
such that the change of variables x = p(w . t)y takes eq. (1)” into 
3’ = b(w . t)y bJ E Q), (3)la 
where b(w) is skew-adjoint (b*(w)) = -b(w)) for all w E Q. 
(b) Suppose V = R”, and suppose all solutions to some (l& are bounded. 
Then there is a strong Perron transformation p: Q --f GL(n, R) such that the 
change of variables .x = p(w . t)y takes (l)w into (3)W , where now b(w) is skew- 
symmetric (w E 52). (If b’ = lFP, one alters 2.3 by replacing GL(n, C) 0-v GL(n, aB)). 
Proof. We prove only (a); the proof of (b) is practically identical. First, fix 
some w0 ES;), and let X = cls{(w, , I) . t 1 t E Iw} C 52 x SL,(n, a=), where 
I -= identity matrix and the orbit is defined by the flow of 2.4. Then (X, Iw) is 
minimal and distal (see 2.4). Let 7: X -+ 52: (w, A) + w be the projection. 
Let E(X) be the enveloping semigroup of X (see 1.10). It is a group, and 
so is E(Q) (see 1.11). Let G = (p E E(X) / q$(w,,) = wO}, where T*: E(X) ---f 
E(Q) is the natural homomorphism (see 1.10). Then G is a subgroup of E(X). 
Let G, = G 1 +(wJ = {fl / q-l(w,-J: /3 E G}; then G, is a group of self-maps of 
q-r(w,J. See [23]. Since (X, iw) is minimal, G, is transitive; i.e., if x = (w,, , A) E 
~-r(wJ, then G, . .1c = y-r(w,,). See [4, Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 5.31. 
Now let (w,, , -4) E X and ,9s E G,, . Then &(w,, , A) = lim,(wO, A) . t, for 
some net (t,) on [w. Hence /30(wo, A) = (wO, lim, @,o(t,&4) for all (wO, A) E 
+(wO). Let lim, @,,(tJ = AoO . Setting Zz = 1, we see that +(w,,) = 
{AB, I/3,, E G,}. Moreover, the map /3,, --+ /Is,: G,, --f q-l(wO) C SL,(n, C) is a 
group isomorphism; thus q-l(wJ is a subgroup of SL,(n, C). As a closed subset 
of X, T,,*(wJ is compact. We identify G,, with q-l(wO). 
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Observe that, if r E E(X) and t E Iw then T commutes with t. For, if 7 = lim, t, , 
then ~(2c . t) = lim,(x . f) . t, = lim,(x . t,) . t -= (7(x)) . t for all x E X. It 
follows that, if t E R, then +(w,, . t) = (w,, . t} x Quo(t) . G, . Now, the projec- 
tion 7 is open since (X, R) is distal [4, Theorem 8.11. Hence the map w + T-~(W) 
of Sz into 2X (the set of closed subsets of X with the Hausdorff metric; see [20]) 
is continuous. Fix w E D, and let (tn) be a sequence on R such that w,, . t, - W. 
If (w, A) E q-l(~), we may assume that @,,(t,) -+ A. Since +(wO * tn) --) 
q-l(w), we see that ~-i(w) = -4 . G,, . 
There is an inner product c< 5 :* on C” such that G,, is a subgroup of the 
unitary group with respect to \~ , >* . (Proof. Let dg be normalized Haar measure 
on G,, , and define (x, y)* = jG, <gx, gy) dg for x, y E U?.) There is a positive 
definite operator Q, on CT1 such that (QWy, Q,,y>* = fx, y)(x, y E Cn). If A E 
L(V), let A, denote the adjoint of A with respect to ( , )* . 
Now define R: Sz - GL(n, C): R(w) = tZA, , where (w, A) is some element 
of q-l(w). Then R is well defined, for if A, BE q-l(w), then q-l(w) = .4G, = 
BG, 2 4 = Bg,, for some g, E G,, * AA, = BB, . Clearly, R is continuous. 
Also, R(W) is positive definite and self-adjoint with respect to ( , :j* . Observe 
that R(w, . t) = @co,(t) @&)* . 
Let Q(W) = R(W)-l(w E .O). Let us compute (d/dt) Q(o.J . t) 1 t=O for fixed W. 
Let A E +(w). Then Q(W) = (A&l-4-l, and Q(w.t) = (~w(t)~1)*-4,‘A~1~,(t)-1. 
Now, 
(Q(u . t)x, Y>* - <Q(w)x, Y>* = [;Q(w . t)xv Y>* - <Q&J . t) @&)x, u?,l 
+ [<Q(w . 4 @,W Y>* - <Q(w . 4 @c&)x, @wWv>,l 
+ [CQ(w . t) @$h @,(t)r>* - <Q(wb, r>d 
The third term is zero. Hence, dividing by t and letting t + 0, we get 
(44 Qb . t)lt=, = -Q(w) 4~) - 4wh Q(w)- 
Let pi(~) be the unique positive definite, self-adjoint (with respect to ( , },) 
square root of R(w), and let p(w) = pi(w) Q,, (w E G). Then p defines a strong 
Perron transformation on Sz. Make the change of variables N = p(w . t)y in 
in Eq. (l)W (W E a), and let the transformed equation be (3),: j = b(w . t)y. 
Let yi ) ya E C”, and let yl(t), ye(t) be the solutions to (3)W satisfying y,(O) = yi 
(i = 1, 2). Let xi, q(t) equal p(w)yi , p(w . t) yi(t), respectively (i = 1, 2). 
Then (here :; , > is the original inner product on V) 
(Yl(th Y&D 
= <Q,‘P&J . t)-’ .dt), Qoh(w . 9-l x&D 
= <Pl(W * t)-l @A% , PPJ . t)-l @w(th)* = (Qb . t) @w(t)x, , @,(th>, 
=: <Q(w)x, , x2>, = const. 
That is, <y,(t), yz(t)) is independent of time. It follows that b(w) must be skew- 
adjoint (W E fi). This completes the proof. 
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2.6. Remark. If G, is abelian, then it can be shown that there is a further 
unitary change of variables y = U(w . t)z such that t = c(, * t)z, where (i) c is 
diagonal with pure imaginary entries if I’ = C’l; 
i 
0 --b,(w) 
(ii) c(w) = b1(w) O ’ . O 
. 0 -b&J) 
if Ti = [w’“. 
0 
bK(W) 0 
2.7. Consider the case when Re tr a(~) is not identically zero. Suppose all 
solutions to all equations (l),, are bounded. Consider the equations 
2 = (a(~ . t) - Re tr a(w . t)l)z. (1): 
Note that, if z(t) is the solution to (1): satisfying z(0) = x0, then x(t) = 
exp($, Re tr u(w . s) ds) z(t) is the solution to (l)w satisfying x(0) = x0. 
Now suppose some equation (1): admits only bounded solutions. By 2.2, all 
equations (1): admit only bounded solutions; hence (using Liouville’s formula) 
all solutions to all equations (1): are bounded away from zero. Hence 
si Re tr a(w . s) ds is bounded above for all w E Q. By 1.12(b), si Re tr u(w . s) ds 
= fqw . t) - A(w) for some continuous A: Q -+ C. 
Suppose, next, that every equation (1): admits an unbounded solution. Then 
fi Re tr u(w . s) ds is not bounded from below for any w E Q. Hence there is an 
ergodic measure 7 on Q such that jn Re tr a(w) dq(w) = a # 0 (this follows 
from [lo, Lemma 3.5, Theorem 3.71. By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem [13], 
limj,l,, (l/t)si Re tr a(, . s) ds = a for all w E Q, C Q, where q(.Q,,) = 1. Now, 
referring to 1.6, let fu be the function induced on Z = Q x !Jn-t by (w, X) + 
Re<(a(w) - tr a(to))x, x>. Using (2) in 1.6 together with the boundedness of all 
solutions to all the (l)w, we see that liml,,,, (l/t) si f”((w, 9) . s) ds = --a 
whenever (w, v) E Z and w E Q, . But then, if @k(t) is a fundamental matrix 
solution to (1): for some w E Q,, , one has det @Jt) - 0 as t - co (if a > 0) or 
as t -+ --co (if a < 0). This cannot be. We conclude that, if all solutions to 
all (l)w are bounded, then $ Re tr a(w . .r) ds = A(w . t) - A(w) for some 
continuous A: Q 4 C, and all solutions to all (1): are bounded. 
2.8. Remarks. (a) Using [IO], one can show that $, Re tr a(w . s) ds is 
bounded if one assumes only that all solutions to all (l)w are bounded when 
wEQo, where Q, is a subset of Q shch that &, is of second category in Sz. 
(b) Suppose tr a(~) is not necessarily zero, but that all solutions to all 
(l)w are bounded. Using 2.7, the change of variables x = eA(w.t)rZ takes (l)w to 
Eqs. (1): . Making the change of variables z = p(w . t)~ guaranteed by 2.5(a), 
we obtain equations of the form (3)w . Thus Eqs. (l)w may be transformed to 
Eqs. (3),,, by a strong Perron transformation. A corresponding conclusion holds 
if I’ = IF!“, of course. 
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3. THE PERIODIC CASE 
Our classification of two-dimensional, real, a.p. ODES is based on the behavior 
of the induced projective flows (Z, R) ( see 1.6). To provide a framework for 
the discussion, we first assume C(t) is periodic. In this case, Floquet theory 
allows a precise description of (Z, R). Note (Z, R) is independent of tr ii (see 1.6). 
Suppose g(t) is real, of period 1, with tr Z(t) = 0. Then G’ is a circle, and 
Z = Q x P1 is a 2-torus. We distinguish 5 types of flow (2, R). 
(A) Z laminates into minimal subsets M, (i.e., .Z = Ua M,) such that each 
(Ma, R) is isomorphic to (In, R). This is the case if and only if there is a l- 
periodic change of variables .X = p(t)y such that 
j = (; ;) y = 0. 
(B) ,Z laminates into minimal sets M, , each of which is a torus knot of 
type # (1, n) (n E Z). This is the case if and only if there is a l-periodic change 
of variables x = p(t)y such that j = (E -i)y, where 6/2~ is rational and is not 
an integer. 
(C) ,Z is an almost-periodic minimal set. This is the case if and only if 
there is a l-periodic change of variables x = p(t)y such that j = (i <)y, 
where 6/2rr is irrational. 
(D) ,Z’ admits exactly one minimal set M # Z. This is the case if and only 
if there is a change of variables x = p(t)y, of period 1 or 2, such that y = (i t) 
for some /I # 0. In this situation, (M, R) is isomorphic to (Q, R). 
(E) Z admits exactly two minimal sets M, and M, . This is the case if and 
only if there is a change of variables x = p(t)y, of period 1 or 2, such that 
$ = (t -j) for some /3 # 0. In this situation, (Mi , R) is isomorphic to (G’, W). 
If Eq. (1) is a.p., we will show that, if Z contains > 2 minimal sets, then 
(Z, R) resembles (more or less) one of the flows described in (A), (B), (C), or 
(E) above. In addition, if all solutions are bounded, then (Z, R) resembles one 
of the flows in (A), (B), or (C). Th e case when (Z, R) contains a unique minimal 
set and some solutions are unbounded requires more work, though some things 
are known in this case, also. See Section 7. 
4. C CONTAINS > 3 MINIMAL SETS 
We are ready to begin the classification of real, a.p. ODES of dimension 2. 
4.1. Assumptions. For the rest of the paper, assume that Eqs. ( l)w are real 
and 2-dimensional. Also, assume that tr a(w) = 0. 
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4.2. Notation. The following notation will be used for the rest of the paper. 
Let K C R2 be the unit circle, and let P be projective l-space. Let u: K + P 
be the natural projection. The LSPF induced by Eqs. (l)w induces flows on 
Q x K and C = 9 x P. Let aK: IR x K -+ 52 and rr: Z -+ Q be the projections. 
Also let (T denote the projection of Q x K onto Z. 
Let (7, 6) be polar coordinates on R2. We coordinatize K by 0 (thus we agree 
to confuse 0 with (cos 0, sin 0) E Rz), and coordinatize P by v = 20. Writing 
0 -b(w) 
a(w) = (b(w) 0 > ( + 
+J) +J) 
C(W) 1 --S(w) ’
we can express Eqs. (l),, in polar coordinates: 
t/Y = S(, . t) cos 2e(t) - <(WI . t) sin 2e(t), 
B = ~(OJ . t) + E(W . t) cos 2e(t) + S(W . t) sin 2e(t). 
(4) 
Definingf,: 52 x K -+ R: (w, 0) -+ 6(w) cos 28 - C(W) sin 20, we see that 
ln I x(f)1 = jtfi((w, 0) . s) ds, (5) ” 
where x(t) is the solution to (l)w satisfying x(0) = (cos 8, sin 0). Note that, if 
fO: Z -+ R: (w, 9’) +fi(w, 0) where o(t9) = p, then f0 is the function of 1.5, 
and (2) holds. 
Finally, if 0, , f3, E K, let @(0, , 0,) be the oriented (counterclockwise) angle 
between 0, and e2, taken between 0 and 2~. Define 0(x, , x2) similarly if x1 , 
.r2 E R*. Let (0, , 0,) (or [e, , e,]) denote the open (or closed) oriented interval 
between 0, and e2 . 
4.3. Assumption. For the rest of Section 4, we assume Eqs. (l),, are a.p. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Assume the number of minimal subsets k of .Z is 33. Then 
there is a strong Perron transformation x = p(w . t)y such that 
’ = (b(w’. t) 
-b(w . t) 
0 )” 
4.5. Remark. In ([U]), Sacker and Sell prove that k > 3 * k = co. 
Proof of 4.4. Let w E 9. We show that all solutions to Eq. (I)- are bounded. 
Let Mr , M, , MS be distinct minimal subsets of Z, and let (w, vi) E Mi 
(i = 1, 2, 3). Let X$ E a-‘(QJJ C lR2, and let xi(t) be the solutions to (l)w such 
that xi(O) = 4 (1 < i < 3). Note that @(xi(t), q(t)) is bounded away from 0, 
7~, and 27r since the (w, vi) are in distinct minimal sets. An easy argument using 
the constancy of determinants of fundamental matrices for (l)w shows that all 
solutions must be bounded. To complete the proof, use 2.5(b). 
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4.6. Remark. In ([6]), a more detailed discussion of the case when all solu- 
tions are bounded is given. It turns out that such equations are of three types. 
(I) Some equation (l)w admits an a.p. solution x(t). In this case, all solutions to 
all equations (l)U are a.p., and there is a strong Perron transformation .t” = 
Pb . t)~ such that j = G, -3), w h ere b, is a constant. (II) No solution to any 
equation (l)w is a.p., and (Z, R) admits a unique invariant measure. (III) No 
solution to any equation (l)w is a.p., and (2, R) admits at least two invariant 
measures. 
We would like to note here that, in both cases (II) and (III), (Z, R) is minimal. 
In case (II), this follows from Lemma 4.5 of ([6]). In case (III), let Y = p(w . t)r 
take Eqs. (l),, to the form (3)w . It suffices to show that the flow induced on 
Q x K by Eqs. (3)w is minimal. Writing [ == eie, we see that this flow is a 
cocycle flow [3]: (w, 1) . t = (W . t, 5 . exp(iJL b(w . s) ds)). Now, by [3]; see 
also [9], this cocycle flow is minimal if and only if there is no continuous T: 
Q --f K such that ,(, . ~)/T(w) = exp(iJi b(w . s) ds). If such a 7 exists, then 
(for fixed W) the map t -+ T(UJ . t)/T(w) is a. p. But then Eq. (3)w has an a.p. 
solution, hence so does (l),, , a contradiction. So (2, IR) is minimal. From the 
above, we get the following 
4.6. COROLLARY. If 2 contains k > 3 minimal sets, then all solutions to all 
equations (l)W are a.p., and there is a strong Perron transformation x = p(w . t)y 
taking Eqs. ( l)w to the form j = (z, -3)y, where b, is a constant. 
Thus, in this case, solutions of Eqs. (I),, behave in a manner completely 
analogous to those of periodic equations of type (4) (B), or (C). 
5. TRIANGULATING AN ODE 
Before proceeding with the discussion of (2, R) and its minimal subsets, we 
introduce a useful technique. 
5.1. Assumption. In Section 5, we assume only that (Q, R) is minimal. (Of 
course, 4.1 is still in force.) 
As in Section 4, we will consider the flows (Q x K, R) and (Z, R) induced 
by Eqs. ( l)w . See 4.2. If (w, 0) E Sz x K and t E R, we will often write (w, 0) . t = 
GJJ * t, w>. 
5.2. DEFINITION. Define a flow on D x K x K as follows: (w, 0, , 0,) . t = 
(W * t, &(t), O,(t)). Note that, if MC Q x K is closed and invariant, then 
M x K C Q x K x K is closed and invariant, and a flow is induced on M x K 
by that on Q x K x U6. 
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5.3. DEFINITIONS. Let M be a closed invariant subset of Q x K. Let 
nM: M -+ Q be the projection. 
Define uhf: .Q -+ L(Ra): ant(m) = u(~,~(m)) (m E M). Consider the equations 
2 = a*,(m . t).Y (m E M). mn 
These equations induce a flow on M x K, which clearly coincides with that 
defined in 5.2. 
Define U: M + SL(R*): 




sin 0 ) cos 0 * 
Thus U(m) is a rotation by 0 = O(m) radians. Make the change of variables 
x = U(m . t)y. Then Eqs. (7),, are transformed into the form 
jJ = b,(m t)y, where b,(m) = i’(r) 
Note that tr b,,(m) = 0, because det U(m) = 1. See [24]. We say Eqs. (8), 
are obtained by triangulating Eqs. (I),, along iV. Clearly U, U-l, and m + 
(d/dt) L’(m . t)l,=, are continuous. 
5.4. Discussion. Consider the flow on A,, = M x K induced by Eqs. (8), . 
It is given by 
(m, 0) . t = (m . t, cot-l[ol,(t)(cot 0 + /3,Jt))]) (9) 
for 0 # 0, 0 + rr, where a,Jt) = exp(2 sh u(m . s) ds) > 0, pm(t) = J-i v(m * s)/ 
a,,(s) ds. If 0 = 0 or n, then (m, 0) . t = (m . t, 0) (t E R, m E M). Note that 
fi&, = M x {0} and A& = M x {z-} are closed invariant subsets of A,. 
Hence iVl x [0, ~1 is also an invariant subset of A,, . 
5.5. Notation. We have now defined two flows on ikl x K if MC Q x !6 is 
closed and invariant. We denote the flow defined in 5.2 by (M x K, R), and 
that considered in 5.4 by (A,, R). 
Let us now relate the flows (A$ x K, R) and (A,, R). 
5.6. LEMMA. DeJine z,k M x K + A,$,: (m, 0) + (m, 0 - O(m) (mod 27r)), 
where O(m) is de$ned by m = (w, O(m)). 
(i) # is a jlow isomorphism of (M x K, R) onto (A,, R). 
(ii) If m E M, then I/J Itm)xW is an orientation-preseraing map onto {m} x 
rt6CA,. 
(iii) If #(m, OJ = (m, 8,) (i = 1, 2), then O(0, , 0,) = 0(8,, &) (JOY 
notation see 4.2). 
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Proof. Clearly I/ is a homeomorphism. The transformation y(l) = 
U-r(m * t) x(t) takes solutions x(t) of (7)m to solutions y(t) of (8b . Hence 
$wb 0) * 8) = #(m, 0) - f, and # is a flow isomorphism. The remaining parts of 
5.6 are trivial. 
Note that 5.6 allows us to compare two o-orbits ~9r(t), e,(t) in Sz x a6 if 
6,(O), O,(O) are in the same fiber (UJ> x K. 
5.7. PROPOSITION. Let M be a minimal subset of f2 x 86. Then there exists a 
minimal subset L of A, with L # M,, (= M x {0)), L # M,, (= M x (z-1) if and 
only if there exist points (w, 97) E a(M) C .Z and (u, p)l) E Z which form a distal 
pair (1.7). 
Proof. 5 Let 1 = (m, 0) EL C A,. Let m -3: (w, e,), and let #-l(Z) = 
(w, 0,) Cs,) E !J x K x K. Since L # M, and L # MS, 0 < S < @(6,(t), 
am < 7~ - S for some 6 > 0 (t E R). Hence e(m) = (w, y) and o(w, 6,) = 
(w, F~) form a distal pair in z1. 
-Z Let m = (w, 0) EM and (w, ti,) ~sd x K cover (w, p’) and (w, &, 
respectively. Then @(e(t), &(t)) is bounded away from 0, z, and 27r. Let I = 
#(m, 6,). Then the orbit (I - t / t E R) C d,bf is bounded away from M, and M,, . 
Hence a minimal L C A, exists which is neither MO not M,, . 
5.8. COROLLARY. Suppose (2, R) admits a unique minimal sabjow (I?, 83). Let 
M be a minimaf subset of Q x K which covers N. Then some fiber iV n r-‘(w) 
contains a distal pair if and only if there is a minimal subset L of A,, such that 
L # M, , L # M, . If such an L exists, if 1 EL, and if $-l(l) = (w, 0, , e,), then 
(w, 0,) and (w, 0,) are a.p. points (heme u(w, 0,) E N {i = 1,2)). 
Proof. First consider the “if and only if” statement. The “only if” part is 
contained in 5.7. To prove the “if” part, let A, 3 L # M,, , IV, with L minimal. 
Let I = (m, Qm) EL, suppose m = (w, #r), and let @r(l) = (w, Qr, &J. Then 
(w, ~4 = 4w, k,, an d t W, 44) = O(W, BJ form a distal pair in Z. Now (w, 0, ,8,J 
is an almost periodic point in 52 x 06 x K (see 1.7). Hence (w, dm) and (w, 0,) 
are a.p. points, hence so are (w, v,,J and (u, vr). By uniqueness of IV, both are 
in IV. The “if and only if” statement is now proved. 
The last part of 5.8 is contained in the above proof. 
6. THE CASE K = 2 
We pause for a moment to outline the results of Sections 6 and 7. It is assumed 
in both sections that Eqs. (l)- are two-dimensional and a.p. with tr a(w) = 0. 
In Section 6, we assume that 2 has exactly k = 2 minimal subsets. There are 
then two possibilities: the spectrum of the LSPF(G x R2, 118) (see 1.5) is 
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i-A PI (B > 01, or it is (01. If it is {-/?, fl}, then it is shown that the minimal 
sets are isomorphic to (Q, R), and that an a.p. change of variables diagonalizes 
Eqs. (l)w (see also [25]). If the spectrum is {0}, then the minimal subsets are 
almost-automorphic extensions of (52, R), and an “almost-automorphic change 
of variables” diagonalizes Eqs. (l)w . 
In Section 7, we treat the case K = 1. We assume that some Eq. (l)w admits 
an unbounded solution. The spectrum is either [-/3, j3] (/3 > 0), or (0). Let 
(N, R) be the minimal subset of Z: We show that, if a fiber 7+(w) n N admits 
a distal pair, then (N, R) is an almost automorphic extension of a two-cover 
Q, of IR. In this case, Eqs. (l)w can be diagonalized by an almost-automorphic 
change of variables. Moreover, the spectrum iS (0) if (N, R) admits a distal pair 
(thus, if the spectrum is [-fi, ,3] for some /3 > 0, then (N, W) is a proximal 
extension of (Q, R)). If (N, R) is a proximal extension of (Q, R), we conjecture 
that it is an almost-automorphic extension (compare with the periodic case (E)). 
6.1. Assumption. In Sections 6 and 7, we assume Eq. (1) is a.p. Hence 
(52, W) is an a.p. minimal set. Also, 4.1 holds. 
6.2. We recall some facts about the spectrum of the LSPF(Q x R2, R) 
induced by Eqs. (l)w (1.5). 
Since tr a(w) = 0, the spectrum is either (i) (0); (ii) {-fl, p}, or (iii) [-/3, /3] 
where /3 > 0. If the spectrum is [-p, 131, then (2, W) admits a unique minimal 
subset [7, 81. So, if R = 2, then the spectrum is (0) or i--/3, /3}. See [7]. 
6.3. Remarks. Suppose first that the spectrum is i--p, /?} /3 # 0. From the 
Sacker-Sell spectral theorem [16, Theorem 21, there are one-dimensional, 
invariant subbundles ~3~ and a2 of Q x [w” such that: (i) if (w, x0) ~~~ , and 
x(t) satisfies (l). with x(0) = x,, , then liml,l,, l/t In 1 x(t)1 = /3; (ii) if (w, x0) E 
aZ, and x(t) satisfies (l)w with x(t) = x,, , then limltl+m l/t In 1 x(t)1 = -/3. 
These subbundles define minimal subsets N1 , N, of Z, as follows: Ni = 
{(w, QJ) E 2’: the line with direction 0 = ~p/2 is in ai} (i = 1,2). Both (N1 , R) 
and (N2 , R) are isomorphic to (Q, R); N1 and N, are the only minimal sets in Z. 
If ii(t) were l-periodic, there would be a 2-periodic change of variables 
x = p(t)y taking Eqs. ( l)w to diagonal form (Section 3, case (E)). We will prove 
an analogous result in the present case; p(t) will be replaced by a strong Perron 
transformation defined on a 2-cover (52, , W) of (Sz, R). 
6.4. DEFINITION. Let N1 and N, be the minimal subsets of Z. Let Ml and M, 
be minimal subsets of Q x K which cover N1 and N, (i.e., a(MJ = NJ. Each 
MC is either a l-cover or a 2-cover of the corresponding Ni (i = 1,2), and 
hence of Q. 
6.5. LEMMA. Ml is a l-cover (2-cover) of Q if and only if Mz is a l-cover 
(2-cover) of .Q. ThefEows (Ml , Iw) and (M, , Iw) are isomorphic. 
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Proof. If m, = (w, 0,) E Ml, there is a unique m2 = (w, 0,) E MZ such that 
(i) 8, positively oriented with respect to B,; (ii) 0 < @(a, , 8,) < r. Define 
T(m,) = m, . Then 7 is I-1 and continuous, hence is a homeomorphism onto 
its range. Also, 7 commutes with the flows on Ml and M, . For, if not, there 
would be points (w, 0,) E n/r, and ( w, 0,) E Mz such that the orbits {(w, 0, + rr) . t: 
t E R} and ((w, 0,) . t: t E R> would cross. If Q: Mi -+ S;, are the projections 
(; = 1,2), then 7s 0 T == Q . Hence T(M,) C Mz is a minimal subset of M, 
which covers Q exactly as many times as does Ml . The lemma follows. 
6.6. We now diagonalize Eqs. (l),, ( see also [25]). First, triangularize 
Eqs. (l)w along, say, Mz . Writing the change of variables as x = U,(m . t)x, 
we obtain 
f= ( 
u(m . t) v(m . t) 
0 -u(m . t) 1 
It is not hard to see that there are 4 minimal subsets of A,2 , namely Mz x CO>, 
w x b-1, and two sets L, C M, x (0, T), L, C M, x (n, 2~). These sets 
satisfy L, = {(m, 0 + n-): (m, 0) EL,}. F rom the hyperbolic structure of Eqs. (I),, 
(or from 6.5) it follows that L, and L, intersect each fiber (m} x [0, 2~) C d,,\ri 
exactly once. 
Write L, = {(m, e(m)): m E Al,,. \ This defines a continuous function 8: 
MZ --f (0, n). Make the change of variables z = U,(m . t)w, where 
Then Eqs. (9)m become 
zfi = (b,‘: ’ t, -a2L . t)) w (m E MJ, 
since the coordinate axes in the w-variable are fixed. Note that U,(m) is not 
orthogonal, but it and its determinant are bounded away from zero. Also, 
U, U-l, and m -+ (d/dt) U,(m . t) ItCO are continuous. Therefore 
6) limltl-m (l/t) Ji h( m . S) ds = -/3, liml,l,,(l/t)~~ba(m . S) ds = /3; 
(ii) if dim(t) is a fundamental matrix for ( 10),,i , then 0 < 6, < det QwZ(t) .< 
6, < co for all t. Hence, from Liouville’s theorem, $ (b,(m . s) - b,(m . s)) ds 
is bounded above and below (m E It&). By 1.13(a), this integral may be written 
as B(m . t) - B(m) for some continuous B: M2 --f R (m E MS, t E R). Make 
the final change of variables w = U,(m . t)y, where U,(m) = e-B(m)lla. We 
obtain equations 
j = (b’ m . t) 0 o 
--b(m . t) 1 ’ 
(m E Mz). (1 l)wz 
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Now, let Qn, = MS . By 1.14, (Q, , R) is an a.p. minimal set. Letting p(m) = 
U:(nz) o U,(m) o U,(m) (m E M2 = 52,), we have proved the following. 
6.7. THEOREM. Suppose Eqs. (l)w have spectrum {-/?, ,4}, p > 0. There is an 
a.~. minimal set (Q, , [w), which is either a l-cower or a 2-cocer of (52, rW), with the 
follozuing property. If T2: Qz + &? is the projection, and az(m) == u(vz(m)) (m E a,), 
then there is a strong Perron transformation x = p(m . t)y taking the equations 
.i == az(m . t)y to the diagonalform (ll),,? . Moreooer, liml,l,,(l/t) J’i b(m . s) ds 
= 6 
Thus equations with spectrum C-p, /3) resemble periodic equations of 
type (E). 
6.8. Remark. In 6.7, we have assumed that tr a(w) = 0. If tr U(W) f 0, the 
change of variables x = p(m . t)y of 6.6 will produce a system of the form 
(ll),,, 7 except that 8 tr a 0 vn(m) must be added to the diagonal terms (here 
~a: Mz = QR, + D is the projection). 
We now consider the case when k = 2 and the spectrum of equations (I)*, is 
(0). We will see that almost-automorphic minimal sets (1.10) make a natural 
appearance: the minimal subsets of .Z must be almost-automorphic (a.a.) 
extensions of (Q, R). 
6.9. LEMMA. Let Nl and N, be the two minimal subsets of Z. Let w E Q. Then 
card(N n m-l(~)) = 1 for at least one i (i = 1, 2). 
Proof. Suppose Nr n n-l(w) and Nz n d( w eat contain two points, say ) h 
(w, d b. A>; and h vd, h A). L e t ( w, S$) E d(w, vi) C 52 X K C 52 X [w’, 
and let (w, Jo) E a+(~, I,$) (i = 1, 2). Let xi(t), yi(t) be solutions to (l)W such 
that ~~(0) = .F~ , r,(O) = ri . If any two of these solutions are bounded, then 
all solutions to all equations (l),, are bounded (2.2). By 4.6, the number k of 
minimal subsets of C is either 1 or >3. This contradicts our assumptions, so at 
most one solution is bounded. 
At least one of x,(t) and yl(t), say q(t), is unbounded. Suppose lim,,, xl(tn) = 
CD. Since Nr and N, are distinct, the angular differences @(x,(t), x2(t)) and 
@(y,(t). ye(t)) are bounded away from 0, x, and 2rr. Since determinants of 
fundamental matrices are constant, we must have x2(&J + 0, y2(tn) + 0 as 
n -+ co. But then det @(t,J + 0, where @(t) is the fundamental matrix with 
columns x,(t), ye(t). This is a contradiction. Hence the lemma is true. 
6.10. COROLLARY. At least one of (Nl , [w) and (N3 , [w) is an U.U. extension 
of (Q Q. 
Of course, an a.a. extension (N, R) of (Q, 08) may very well be isomorphic 
to (-Q, R). 
6.1 I. THEOREM. Both minimal subsets N, and NZ of Z define almost-auto- 
morphic extensions of (Q, W). 
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Proof. Suppose that, say, (N, , [w) . IS not a.a. extension of (Q, R). Then no 
fiber r-l(w) n Nz can be a singleton (W E a). By 6.9, each fiber Ni n r-l(w) 
is a singleton. 
Let w E Q, and suppose (w, v) E Ni . Let (w, %) E a-r(w, 9’) C Q x iw”. The 
fiber Nz r\ r-l(w) contains at least two points, and all such points are distally 
related to (w, 9). Using the fact that fundamental matrix solutions of (l)w have 
constant determinant, we see that x(t) is bounded above, where x(f) is the 
solution to (l)w such that x(0) = X. Using Eq. (5) in 4.2, it follows that 
$fi((w, p) * s) d s 1s . b ounded above for all (w, 9) E Ni . By 1.13(b), this integral 
is uniformly bounded, above and below, for all (;, p) E N and t E R. 
&Again using a fundamental matrix argument, we see that solutions x?(t) to 
any (l)w such that u(w, ~$0)) E Na must be bounded. But then all solutions to 
all equations (l)w are bounded. As before, this contradicts 4.6. So (Nz , R) is 
an a.a. extension of (0, R). 
6.12. An analogue of Theorem 6.7 holds in the present situation, with the 
almost-periodic change of variables x = p(m . t)r replaced by an “almost- 
automorphic” change of variables. We only sketch the details. 
(a) Let MC 52 x K be a minimal set which covers Nt . Then (M, R) is an 
a.a. extension of either a l-cover or a 2-cover (52, , R) of (Q, R). To see this, 
one considers the proximal relation P(M) (1.7). Since (Nr , R) is an a.a. extension 
of (9, R), one can show that P(M) is a closed invariant equivalence relation. 
Let (Qa , R) = (M/P(M), I?). 
(b) Let x = U,(m . t)z triangulate Eqs. (l), along M. It can be shown that 
A, contains four minimal subsets: ill,, Mn and two others, L, and L, , with 
L, C M x (0, V) and L, = {(m, 0 + x): (m, 0) EL,). It can also be shown that 
(Li , R) is an a.a. extension of (M, R), and hence of (Sz, , [w). 
(c) Make a change of variables z = U,(m . t)w, where U, is defined as in 6.7. 
One obtains equations of the form (lo),, (m E M). Then make the change of 
variables w = U&m * t)-y, where U, is defined as in 6.7. Then, as in 6.7, the 
change of variables x = Vi 0 U, 0 U3(m . t)r takes the original e 
% 
uations to 
the form (1 l)N1 . In this case, the diagonal terms satisfy limltl-,(l/t) s,, b(m . s) ds 
= 0, since the spectrum of equations (l),, is (0). 
6.13. Conjecture. One might ask whether “almost automorphic” can be 
replaced by “almost periodic” in 6.11. We conjecture that the answer is no. 
7. THE CASE k = 1 
7.1. Assumptions. We assume 4.1, and that Eqs. (l). are a.p. We also 
assume that .Z contains exactly one minimal set, and that some equation (l),, 
admits an unbounded solution. 
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We are not yet able to analyze this situation completely. Here, we will deal 
with the case when a fiber of the minimal subset N of C contains a distal pair. 
Thus, we will “reduce” further discussion to the case when (N, Iw) is a proximal 
extension of (Q, rW) (i.e., x and y form a proximal pair (1.7) in N whenever 
n(x) = r(y)). We will show that (N, Iw) is an a.a. extension of a 2-cover (Q, , [w) 
of (Q, W) (in this case, Q, definitely covers D twice, not once). 
7.2. LEMMA. Let N be the unique minimal subset of .?I. Suppose some fiber of N 
contains a distal pair. Then there is a residual subset Q, C J2 such that, if w E Q, , 
then V+(W) n N contains exactly two points. 
Proof. Observe first that, by 1.8, every fiber N n n-l(w) contains a distal 
pair. 
Let MC Q x K be a minimal cover of N. Let fi be the function of Eq. (5) 
in 4.2. If m = ( w, 0) E M, and if x0(t) is the solution to (l),, such that x,(O) = 
(cos 0, sin e), then In ( x,(t)1 = sif,(rn . s) ds. 
Now, either the spectrum of Eqs. (l),, is {0}, or [-/3, p] (see 6.2). We are 
assuming some equation (l),,, has an unbounded solution (7.1). Hence, using [7], 
we see that 1.13(c) applies in both cases. Thus, there is a residual subset M, 
of M such that 
if m E i& , then lim ids Sotfi(m s) ds = -co, = lt,-tx 10ffl(m . s) ds = 00. (*) 
Let Q0 be the projection of M0 to Q. By 1.9, J?, is residual in Q. 
Choose w E Q,, . There is a distal pair (ni , n,) in N n n-l(w). Let Mi = 
(w, 0J E M be points such that u(m,) = ni (i = 1, 2). Let ms = (w, 0,) EM, . 
Thus m3 satisfies (*). We claim m, and m3 must satisfy (*). For suppose, e.g., 
I tfi(ml .s)ds>c>--co for all t E Iw. 0 
Let xi(t) be the solution of ( l)w satisfying xi(O) = (cos Bi , sin 0J (i = I, 2, 3). 
Then xl(t) is bounded away from zero, so x2(t) is bounded for t E [w (use a 
fundamental matrix argument). There is a sequence (t,J C [w such that x3(t,) 4 0. 
Hence the fundamental matrix O(t) formed from x2(t) and x2(t) satisfies det @(t,J 
+ 0. This is a contradiction. Additional reasoning of this sort shows that m, 
and mp satisfy (*). 
We can now show that N n Q+(W) = (121, ns}. Suppose n3 E N n T+(W), 
n, # n, , n, f n2 . Let m3 = (w, 0,) E M satisfy u(m3) = n3 . Triangularize 
Eqs. (l)w along M, letting I#: M x K -+ d, be the map of 5.6. By 5.7, there is 
a minimal subset L of A,,,, such that L # MO , L # M, . Let l4 EL n {m,} x ll6, 
let #-l(4) = (m3 , 41, and let m4 = (w, 0,). By 5.8, n4 = u(m4) is in N. Hence 
either m, or (w, 8, + V) is in M. Relabeling if necessary, we assume m4 E M. 
Note that ns and n4 form a distal pair (by the proof of 5.7). 
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Choose (t,J C (w such that J-2f,(m, . s) ds -+ co. Then j2fi(m, . s) ds + --CO 
(otherwise, a fundamental matrix argument produces a contradiction). Hence 
@(@,(t,), es(t,J) must tend to 0, n, or 25~. If n4 # n2 , then @(e,(t,), 8*(tn)) must 
also tend to 0, ZT, or 2~. But then n3 and n4 do not form a distal pair, a contradic- 
tion. So n, = np . On the other hand, choose (sn) C Iw such that cf,(m, . s) ds -+ 
co. Reasoning as above, we conclude that n4 = n, . Hence n1 = n2 , contradicting 
our assumption. Hence 1~~ must be n, or nE , and N n r-l(w) contains exactly 
two points when w E Sz, . 
7.3. LEMMA. Again suppose that somefiber of N contains a distalpair. Suppose 
that, for some w E 0, N n n-1(w) contains more than two points. Then there is a 
point n1 E N A C+(W) such that (n, nl) is a distal pair whenever n E N, n # n, . 
Moreover, if 71p , n, E N n 4(w), and if n, # n, , n, # n, , then n2 and n3 are 
proximal (see 1.7). 
Proof. Since (Q, [w) is a.p., two points n and n, in N are distal whenever 
m(n) f +A. 
Let (nl , 2 n ) be a distal pair in N n r-l(w). As in 7.2, let MC Sz x K be a 
minimal set covering N. From the proof of 7.2, it must be the case that (*) 
fails for all m E {w} x K. Now, from 4.2, we see that the function fi well-defines 
a function fO on N by setpg fO(n) = fi(m) whenever u(m) = n (m E M, n E N). 
We therefore have thati so fo(n, . s) ds is bounded (above or below) on [w, from 
which it follows that iOfO(n, . s) ds is bounded (below or above) on [w. 
Suppose, e.g., that s,, f (n, . s) ds is bounded above. It is then easy to see that n1 
satisfies the condition of the lemma: (nl , n) is a distal pair if n + n, , n E N. To 
complete the proof, suppose n, , nj E N n T-~(W), with nz # n, , n3 + n, . By 
1.13(a) and a fundamental matrix argument, $ f (nl . s) ds cannot be bounded 
below (if it were, all solutions to (l)w would be bounded). 
Choose (tn) C IF! such that j: fo(n, . s) ds -+ -co. Then s> fo(ni . s) ds must 
tend to co (i = 2, 3). It follows easillr that ne and n, are proximal. 
7.4. THEOREM. Suppose N is the unique minimal subset of 2, and let some fiber 
N n n-l(w) contain a distal pair. Then (N, R) is an almost-automorphic extension 
of an a.p. 2-cover (not a l-cover) (Q, , [w) of (Q, R). 
Proof. Let P(N) be the proximal relation of hr (see 1.7). We will show that 
P(N) is a closed invariant equivalence relation on N, from which the theorem 
will follow. 
Let 2’ be the set of all closed subsets of P’ with the Hausdorff metric [20]. 
Define 
r: a+ 2”: w + N n C’(W). 
Then I’ is upper semi-continuous, hence has a residual set of continuity points. 
By 7.2, any continuity point w0 of r must satisfy card r(w,) = 2. Let r(w,) = 
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h I nz}. There is a closed neighborhood v of w,, such that N n T+(V) consists 
of two disjoint closed sets Fl and F2 , Fl being near n, and F2 being near n2 . Also, 
Find(w) # ,a (,EV; i = 1,2). 
We claim that, if (n3 , n4) is a proximal pair in N n r-l(V) (with n, # nd), 
then ns and n4 are either both in Fl or both Fz . Let z-(n3) = r(nJ = w, and let 
n, E N n n-l(w) be distally related to n3 and n4 (7.3). 
Suppose n, EF~ , and suppose, say, n3 E Fl and n4 E F, . Let Gi = (n E Fi : 
n(n) is a continuity point of r} (i = 1,2). By minimality of N, Gi is dense in Fi . 
Now, let d be a metric on N. There is a 6 > 0 such that d(n, . t, n2 . t) > 6 
whenever n, E G, , n2 E G, , and t E Iw. [To see this, we must triangulate 
Eqs. (l)w along a minimal cover M of N. Then MO and fi& are minimal subsets 
of d,. By 5.7, there are at least two other minimal sets in d,, . If there were 
more than two, then all solutions to Eqs. (S),, would be bounded, hence all 
solutions to (l)w would be bounded, contradiction. So A,,( contains exactly two 
minimal sets L, , L, f M,, and M,, . These minimal sets are bounded away 
from M,, and Mm. Let m, = (w, 6,), m2 = (w, 0,) cover n1 E G1 and n2 E G, . 
Then $(w, &, 0,) ELM or L, (5.8); hence @(O,(t), f$(t)) is uniformly bounded 
away from 0, x, and 2x; hence an appropriate 6 can be found]. Returning to the 
proof, let n,,j + n3 , n2,j + n4 where n,,j E Gi (; = 1, 2; J’ >, 1). It is easily 
seen that n, and n4 cannot be proximal; contradiction. Hence both nj and n4 
must be in F, if n,, E Fl . Clearly the reverse is also true. 
Now note that, by minimality of Q, there are finitely many times t, ,..., t, 
such that Q = 17. t,u ‘..u V. t,. It follows easily that P(M) is closed. By 
[2, Lemma 5.171, it is an equivalence relation. By 7.2 and 7.3, N/P(N) is a 
2-cover Qz of Sz. By 1.14, (Q, , [w) is an a.p. minimal set. By 7.2, (N, [w) is an a.a. 
extension of (52,) 08). 
7.5. Remark. Using the methods of 6.7 and 6.12, one can prove the follow- 
ing. There is (i) an a.p. minimal set (Q, , Iw), which is either a l-cover or a 
2-cover of (52, , [w); (ii) an a.a. extension (L, [w) of (Sz, , (w); (iii) a change of 
variables x = p(E . t)y with p, p-l, and I -+ (d/dt) p(I . t)l,=, continuous, such 
that 
j = w . 0 
( 
0 
0 -b(l . t) 1 y. 
Thus the equations considered here resemble (kind of) periodic equations of 
we (E). 
So far, we have not considered the fact that the spectrum of equations (l)w 
may be (0) or [-/3, /I]. We will show that, in the latter case, fibers of N cannot 
contain distal pairs; thus, (N, [w) must be a proximal extension of (Q, [w). 
7.6. THEOREM. Suppose the spectrum of equations (l)w is [-/?, p], /3 > 0. 
Let N be the unique minimal subset of .Z. Then no fiber N n Z--~(W) contains a 
distal pair. 
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Proof. By [8], .Z admits a unique minimal set N. Suppose for contradiction 
that some fiber of N contains a distal pair. 
Let (Qs , R) be the 2-cover of (Q, R) given by 7.4. Lift Eqs. (l)w to Q, in the 
obvious way: if 71s: Q, --f Q is the projection, let us(t) = a 0 ~(5) (4 E Qs), and 
define equations 
These equations define a flow on -?Ya = D, x P, as described in 4.2. 
Let w0 E Q satisfy card(N n ~-I(uJ~)) = 2. Let (ws , vr) and (w,, , ~)a) be the 
two elements of N n +(wJ. Since Sz, = N/P(N) (proof of 7.4), these points 
define points & , 5s of 52, . Consider the elements ([r , vr) and (Z;, , ~a) of Za . 
Since Eq. (l)w, coincides with Eq. (12)c1 , and since card (N n n-t(wJ) = 2, 
the points (& , vr) and ([r , vp) are almost-periodic points in .Za . They do not 
lie in the same minimal subset of .?Y2 , for if, say, (5, , vi) . t, + (5, , ~a) for 
some (tr) C R, then (w,, , vr) . t, converges to both (ws , pr) and (wO, &, which 
is impossible. Hence (Za , R) contains at least two minimal sets. 
Consider now the spectrum of equations (12), . It cannot be {0}, because 
there are solutions with exponential rate of growth /3 > 0. So the spectrum is 
{-/3’, ,!I’) or r--p’, /3’] for some ,Y > 0 (of course, p = /3’, but we do not need 
this). Since .Zs contains two minimal sets, it must be {-/3’, /3’}. But then it is 
easily seen from 6.3 that no equation (12), admits a bounded solution. Hence no 
equation ( l)w admits a bounded solution. But then the spectrum of equations ( l)w 
must be (-8, /3}, a contradiction (see 1.5). Hence (N, R) is a proximal extension 
of (Q, W). 
7.7. Questions. (i) Is there an a.p. function d(t) such that (Z, R) admits a 
unique minimal subflow N such that N n x-l(w) contains a distal pair (w E J?) ? 
We conjecture that the answer is yes. If so, the spectrum of equations (l)w 
must be (0) by 7.6 (assuming tr Z(t) = 0). 
(ii) Suppose (N, R) . h 1s t e unique minimal subset of (Z, R), and suppose no 
fiber N n F’(W) contains a distal pair. Is (N, R) an a.a. extension of (Q, R) ? 
We conjecture that the answer is yes. Evidence for this is the fact that, in the 
examples of Millior&?ikov and Vinograd [12, 221, the minimal flow (N, R) is 
an a.a. extension of (Q, R) [ll]. If the conjecture has a positive answer, then 
systems with a unique minimal set NC Z which is a proximal extension of 52 
resemble periodic equations of type (D) in the sense that N is “almost” a one- 
cover of Q. 
7.8. Remark. Using 1.8, 1.9, and 1.13(c), one can show that, if (N, W) is 
a proximal extension of (Q, R), then so is (Z, IQ). The necessary arguments 
are very similar to some of those used in proving 7.4. Hence we omit 
them. 
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